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Cunditisns under which a pro&~ space will be regular-closed or minimal regular are stu~W. 
It is shown that a pm&t of reglelar-closed spaces need not be regular-closed and that a product 
of minimal regular spaces need not be minimal regular. 
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1. Introdution 
A regular HausdorfI space is said to be regular-closed [$I if it is a closed subspace 
of each regular Hausdorff space in which it is embedded. A regular Hausdorff space 
is said to bc +nimal regular [I, 21 if no regular HausdorR topology on the under iyhg 
set is strictly weaker than the given topology. It is well known that every compact 
Hausdorff space is minimal regular. Every mini;tnal regular space is regular-closed 
II, 31. 
In [2] M.P. Berri asked if every product of minimal regular spaces is minimal 
regular, and in 1143 CT. Scarborough aad A.H. Stone asked if Every product of 
regular-closed spaces is regular-closed. These questions have been considered by 
a number of topologists. S. Ikenaga showed in [9] that the product of a minimal 
regular space and a compact Hausdorff space must be minimal regular. In [~JJ] 
Scarborough and Stone proved that the produc of @ regular-closed space and a 
compact ~~usdorff space is necessarily regular-closed. 1R.M. Stephenson f15] 
ular-closed spaces i  regular-closed, 
space X such thax for each regular- 
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‘I& regular-closed and minimal rsgular’ pr~pepties h#ve we&kmm and WS~J’ 
useful characterizations i  terms of filterbases. A filt&mse on a ‘rapofa;Qgi~& 8p@!e 
is said to be O~PZ if each of its .members is an open set, An ~pm &WMW 9Q on 
a topological space is said to be regular if for each member of & of R tbre is a 
member B2 of % such that cl & G I!&. A topological space X 3~ &id ia~kGR(i) if 
each regular filterbase on X has a cluster point and R(G) if each reguk filterbase 
on X having a unique cluster point ig convergent [14]. A regular~~~~~dhp~~ 
is regular-closed if and on@ if it is R(i) [ 1,81. A regukr I-IausdoM space; isminimal 
regular if and only if it is R(ii) [1,3]. 
Remark. There is some interest in the study of R(i) spaces and R(%) spaces that 
are not assumed to be regular Hamdo&. For this reason, we till state and prove 
sorze of the theorems in Secltions 2 and 3 for R(i) spaces and R@) spaces and then 
observe as corollaries the corresponding results for reguk=cWed spaces and 
minimal regular spaces. 
A regular Hausdorff space X is said to be stwngly mr’rrimd tegular [ES] if there 
is a base V for the topolog,y of X such that for each V in V the &mce X-V of 
X is regular-closed. Every strongly minimal regular space is r&in& reguiar [151. 
A topological space X is said to be feetq compact [la] if eve? countablle open 
filterbsse on X has a cluster point ~7, equivaiently, if every sequence of nonempty 
open subsets of X has a nonempty limit superior. Every regular-closed space is 
feebly compact (see [l4, p. 1371). 
The fohiowing notational conventions will be used. 
If 9P is a filterbase on a space X and f is a function from X to a space I?, then 
f(9) will denote the filterbsise {f(B) $? E 31 on Y. 
A sequence having term!; Al, AZ, AJ, . . . will he denoted as (&), whereas the 
expression {An) will be used only when n has been quantified and then to denote 
the singleton set having A,, as its only element. 
For each ordinal y we shall let W(y) denote the set of all ordinals less than y 
and shall regard W(T) to have the order topology, The first uncountable ordinal 
will be denoted as In 1313d its immediate successor as 0’. 
2. Feebly compact pro+iuc& 
It will be shown irr this section that a feebly compact product of R(i) [R(ii)] 
spaces i  necessarily R(i) [R(ii)]. Consequently, a product of reguhr=closed [minimal 
r] spaces i  reg+ar-closed [minimal regular] if and UMy if it is feebly compact. 
oofs of these results sre made possible by Proposition 2.2 below, Lemma 
2.1 is used in an inductive construction i the proof of P~opos~t~o~ 2.2. 
in JE Thrn there exists an open s&set G of Y and an open neighborhood V’ of’ x 
such that 
(1) V x G meets D, 
(2) V’r rr, and 
(3) WC x G miseser C.
I?@&. Since x is in cl W&D), we; have V n ?t#?) nonempty.’ Mence, there ip: a 
point y of Y such that V x(y) rriif&f4 D. Because x is nnt in ?r&l C), the point 
(x9 y) of Xx Y cmmoi be in cl c Therefore, there exist open ne:ighborhoods V’ 
an&G of s and y, respcetively, such that V’ g V and V’ x G misses C’. Clearly 
VX G meets D, so this completes the proof. 
IWof. Since nl is an open mapping, V&J?) is 821. open filterbase. Let B be a 
member of 9B. Choose C and D to be members of B such that cl C s I3 and 
cl 23 s C. It is sufkient to show that cl 7t1(D) s el(cl C) and thus that cl We c 
~~(43). Assume that some point x of X lies in [cl ~1(D)]-[~l(cl C)]. Let VI be an 
open neigh’borhcjod of x1 Accorc6ng to Lemma 2.1, we can choose an open subset 
Gl olE Y and an open neighborhood V2 of x such that VI x G1 meets I), Vz E IfI, 
and VZX 61 misses C’. Similarly, we can choose an open subset G2 of Y and an 
open neighborhood V’ of x suck that V;! x G2 mr?ets D, V, G V& and V3 x Gz 
misses C. Continuing in this mar&.ler, we obtain a nested sequence (V,,) od open 
neighborhoods OJx and a sequence (GB) of open subsets of Y such that for each 
n the set V, x G, meets D and the set: V,,+l x G, -+xisses C. Now consider tk 
sequence <( 1& x G, 1 n 9). Since X x Y is feebly con.gact, the timit superior D[ 
((V, x Gn) n D) 3is nonempty. This limit superior must lie in the intersection of 
iim sup (V, x G,) and cl D. Because (V,)) is nested, it follows that 
hm sup( V, x G,) = (lim sup IQ x (Em sup G,) 
= (lim sup Vn+l) x (iim sup G,) = lim sup( Vn+l x G, ‘3. 
Therefore, lim sup( Vnsa x G,,) intersects clD. But each term of ( Vn+; x G,, > misses 
the open set C. Since cl D s C, this implies that lim sup( V,,+ 1x G,) misses cl D. 
Hence, we have a contradiction. 
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paoofc We may suppats the iwkx set Sk! to be the set of all ~rtdind~ less t)nt~~ some 
limit ordinal T. Let 8 be a reguIar filterbase on n,,,X,. Wlc: will1 chose, by 
transfinite induction, a point (x,),,, Of fl,,, X* such that for each ~9 less than’+ 
the set !I-!,,, ,&,, I 11 x tl’I _ _X 1 intersects each member of 3. .a r@<ai-“r- --Q, --- 
Since W,-,(B) is a regular filterbase on X0 (Proposition 2.2),thete is cluster point 
x0 of v&@) in X0. Then x0 is in each member of no(S), ;“,c+ {SO} X @&,,,,X,> 
intersects each member of a. Now let (9 be an ordinal greats thax~ 0 and less than 
S, and suppose that xy has been chosen in XV far each y less than #3 and Ithat fur 
each such i the set (fl, Gc;y (x,}) x (n y(ar__ X,) intersects each member of 5% Let 4& 
be the projection of n,(,& onto .naeg X,. Then &(a) is 8 regular f%terbwe on 
nmcg X, (Proposition 2.2), and for each y less than 18 the set (~,,,,{x~})x 
R-!~<#_x<~ X,) intersects each member of &B(9). For each neighborhood W of the 
pint ~A-=B of llaCp X6, there is an ordinal y less than p such that (naSy {#or)) x 
In y_-lrC8 Xa ) lies in U. He ace, each neighborhood f (x,)&~~ intersects each member 
of &J(B); i.e., (x Q )acB is a cluster point of #J&R). This implies that (x,)*~B lies in 
each member of q&~(a) and thus that the restriction of a to the subspace 
(nocB {x01) x (n,,,. .x) of n,<, Xdl is a regular filterbasel Let SR!B denote this 
_ _ 
restriction. From the feeble compactness of 1: CIcCT X& it fotiows that (riae.g (x,)) x 
(I-I BGU.zT X,) is feebly compact 114, Theorem 4.2, p. 1411. Hence, by Proposition 
2.2, the projection of 411s on XB is regular and therefore has a cluster point in X8. 
Choose xg to be such a cluster point. Then a_, (~~1) x (&c(ll<,X,) intersects 
_- -- - -__ - .-AI__ each member Of %g BLnd, csnsequenny, edi nierisber Of a. 
The resulting point ix,!, CT of n,,, X, (chosen according to the above described 
induction procedure) is necessarily a cluster point of 9. 
emark. A short proof of Corollary 2.4 that does not use Theorem 2.3 can be 
obtained by considering a maximal renular filterbase & on n _ d X, and observing -u------ --- r*Clh~Z--U --_I 
that for each cy the projected filterbase ?I-~(&) is a maximal regular filterbase on 
X, and therefore converges. Theorem 2.3, however, cannot be proved jqith this 
type of argument, for a maxinial regular filterbase on a nonregular n(i) space need 
not converge. 
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p. 1371. Supp~ the&m that each Xp is ~XIVEL@“JO~S~~ R(3). Then each Xa is 
R(i) (see [14, p. 1363) Let be a regular filterb;ucc on nnEml X, with a unique 
cluster pinh F~h-m~h ti filterbaw ir,(&!) on X, is regular (Proposition 2.2) 
and, we”a$sMt, ha$ a unique cluster point0 Fm assume there is i7~ @in & such that 
71&R) has distinct chister points xt and x” in X& Then each of x’ and xN lies in 
each member of w&@), which implies that each of (w&’ (x’) and (q-J’(x”) intersects 
each m@xx ‘of tak But each ‘of (w&~(x’) and (IF&‘(J”) is homeosnorphic to
n,,, xx* z;‘urtherl X, is feebly compact [14, Theorem 4.2, p. 141) and 
$ thus R(i) (Theo~~rn 2.3). This itiphes that in each of (I&’ and (I&’ 
there is a chaster pint of 4%, coutrihdicting the fact that Z% has only one cluster 
point, Therefore, for each CT the filterbase W&R) has a unique cluster point in X, 
and thus converges. Consequently $R converges. 
A product of feebly compact spaces need not be feebf; tlzmpact. In light of the 
results in Section 2, it is reasonable to inquire about conditions that guarantee the 
feeble compactness of a product. (The question has also been studied by Scar- 
borough and Stone 1141. Some of their results can be realized as special cases of 
theorems proved in this section.) 
A topological space X will be called *-feebly compact if for every sequence (Lp,) 
of nonempty open subsets of X there is a compact subset K of X and a subsequence 
( VJ of ( Un) srnsh that each neighborhood of K intersects Vn for all but fini.tzIy 
many n, 
3.1. Yropodtim. Every *-feebly compuct space i,c feebly compact. 
of. Giwn a sequence of nonempty open subsets of a r-feebly compact space, 
some point of the guaranteed compact set associrrtetl with the sequence will 
necessarily bc in the limit superior of the sequence. 
11 compact spaces are 
topologicai properties that imply *- 
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For (one important ciat@ of sp;aces, *-feeble compa@ress ip equiva&nt to fe@bk 
compactr;less: 
3.3. PaopoHon. A k-space is *-feebly compact $ and only if it is feebly ampat. 
Proof. The “only if” result is a consequence of PropOsitian 3, I, 80 suppose that X 
is a feebly compact k-space and ;that (UJ is a sequerrce eaf nunt:m@y open sub&s 
of X. It is sufficient o show the existerr= of a timpact set tbat intersem cl Un for 
infinitely iinany n. Since X is feebly con:lpact, we can chaose a~Mx aE lim sup V,. 
If x is in cl U,, for infinitely many n, t&n the singleton {xl is our required compact 
set. Assume, therefore that x is in cl! U, for only finitely many n. Let .(Gn) be the 
subsequence of (6/,) obtained by deleting the finitely many terms having closures 
that contain x. Then x E lim sup G,, but x&U:=, (cl Gn). This implies that the set 
UT*1 (cl G,) is not closed and thus that it has a nonclosed intersection with some 
compact set K. The set K necessarily intersects cl G, for infinitely many n. 
3.4, Corollary, Every regular-closed k-space lis *-feebly compact. 
The next two theorems give conditions sufficient to guarantee thb : feeble compact- 
ness of products. 
(By an elementary open set in a product space EflE,X,? as the expression is used 
in the next two proofs, we mean a subset flaad V,‘, of naEdXa such that (1) V, 
is an open sirbset of Xa for each U, and (2) V’ = Xa for all but finitely many ar.) 
3.5. ‘I’heorem. If (Xa 1 a E .d} is a family of *-feebly compact spaces, then thepmduct 
r-I p E 98 Xa is *-feebly compact. 
Proof. It is sufficient to consider only the case where .ti is countable (cf. [7, pp. 
370-3713). For convenience, we shall regard d3g to be the set of positive integers. 
Let ( Un) be a sequence of nonempty open subsets of nz, Xi. It may be assumed 
that each Un is an elementary open set in the product. I3y induction and the diagonal 
process (see [iO, p. 2381) we can choose compact subsets, .kfl, K’z, )I,. of 
respectively, and a subsequence (V,) 01 : C&) such that for each i 
each neighborhood of Ki inkrsects wi( Vn) for all but finitely rdany n. By the Wallace 
Theorem (see [4], p. 186), every neighborhoo in np” a .Xi contains 
refore, each nei 
&t&G S& (U;) b a sequence of nofiempty elementary open subsets of X x Y. It 
didws. ih@tke is a wqact subs& K of Y and a point x of X such that each 
nti#&0~hood of (x} x K intersects L& for infinitely many n. Some point of (x} x K 
is necessarily in lim sup V,. 
Re.” Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 were essentially proved by Noble (gee [ 11, Theorem 
3.5, p. 3969. Although he explicitly assumed complete regularity of the spaces in 
question, he noted that thi same arguments yield analogous results when all 
septiatiun assumptions are dropped. 
The following theorem and its corollary are immediate consequence5 of Theorems 
’ 2.3,2.5,3.5, and 3.6. 
3.7. mewem. If X’ is a feebly compact R(i) [R(ii)] space und {U, 1 a E d) is a 
family of *-feebly compaco R(i) [R(ii)] spaces, then X x (Il,,r &) is R(i) [R(ii)]. 
3.8. CoroHuy. If 2C is a regular-closed [minimal regutar] space and ( Y, 1 oy E d} is 
a family of +-feebly compact, regular-closed [minimal regular] spaces, then X x 
(naesd Y,) is regular-closed [minimal regular]. 
(Note that the results of Ikenaga [93 and of Scarborough and Stone [14] cited 
in the second paragraph of the introduction ma.y be regarded as special cases of 
Corollary 3.8. Since every first countable space: i; a k-space, Stephenson’s result 
concerning products of first countable regular-closed spaces [ 151 is also a special 
case of Corollary 3;8.) 
In the remainder of this section ‘we consider products of strongly minimal regular 
spaces. 
3.9. Lemma. Let {& 1 a E d} be a family of strongly minimal regular spaces. If for 
+wh @ in .$ and each regralar-closed subspace Z of X6 the subspuce (qJ?Z) of 
naesO Xa is regular-closed, then n, el X, is strongly minimal tigular. 
Proof. From the hypothesis and the definition of strongly minimal regular, itfollows 
that the topology of flafd X, has a subbase of sets having regular-closed comple- 
ments, Since a union of finitely many regular-closed subspaces is obviously regular- 
closed., the conclusion isnow ina 
) is a f~rni~y of *--feebly ccmpact, strongly minimal 
i~i~L~~ regular. 
3.11. Theorem. If X is a strongly n;inimul rqular space. { Y, 1 a E sl} is u fumi&y of 
stmrtgly &-cmnp~r, stnwgly minimal tegula/ spaces and (SW 1 y F: %f) is a frxmily of 
strongly minimal regular k-spaces then X )‘(n,,, Ya) X (n,,,s,> is stw~gly 
minimal regtr ar. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.6 that each regular-cl-d subspace of X has 
regular-closed inverse with respect ro the projection of the product onto X. Since 
closed subspaces of strongly NQ+olnpct spaces and k-spaces arc, rcqmctiwly, 
strongly &-compact spaces and k-s;aces, it also follows from Theorem 3.6 that if 
2 is a regular-closed subspace of some Y, (a E sd) or some S, (7 E g) then the 
inverse of 2 is a regular-closed subspace of X x (nacJ1 Y,) x (fl,,* &. Hence, by 
Lemma 3.9, XX(llptd Ya)X(RVEUr y S ) is strong)) minimal rcguliir. 
3.12. Question. If X is a strongly minimal regular space anti Y is a *-feebly 
compact, strongly minimal regular space, then must X x Y be strongly minimal 
regular? 
In this secllon we will use results ft fxn Sections 2 and 3 to obtain some theorems 
about embeddings in regular-closed : laces. After having done so, we shall be ready 
to resolve (in Section 5) the two uestions about products mentioned at the 
beginning of the paper. 
4.1. Lemma. If Y is a *-feebly con act, regular-closed space and yo is a point of 
Y, then there is a *-feebly compact, rC~gular-closed space in which Y - (~0) can be 
embedded as a closed subspace. 
Proof. There exists a sequentially compact, regular-closed space S having a closeri 
subspace E homeomorphic to W(n) (see, for example, [15, Section 31). Let h be 
a homeomorohism from E onto the closed subspace (~0) x W(f2) of (Y x W(R’)) - 
{O)O, 0)). NW let Z denote the spattie obtained from the free union of S and 
(Y x W(f2’)) - (( yO, 0)) by identifying E with (~0) x W(n) through h. 
Clearly, ( Y x (0)) - (( yo, f2)) is closlsd in 2 and is homeomorphic to Y - (~0)~ It 
remains to be proved that 2 is *-feebly compact and regular-closed. To s?e that 
2 is *-feebly compact, observe the (by Theorem 3.5) Y x W(n) is *-feebly 
compact, Therefore, (Y x W(C))- (( O, f3)) is *-feebly mnprct. Since S is sliaro 
*-feebly compact, 2 is the union of ~4% *-feebly compact subappMxs and ir therefore 
*-feebly compact. To prove that 2 is egular-closed, let a be a regular Alterbase 
on 2. If some member of 3 1ie.s in the ragular-cioscd subrpacc S then 41t otrtrirrly 
as a cluster point. Suppose, therefore, that no member of id! lies in S. Zhaa each 
member of iI@ must intersect Y x W(O); i.e., the restriction of 9t to Y X W(O) is 
a regular filterbase. Let ai denote this restriction. Because Y X W(f2) is fmbly 
compact, it follows from Proposition 2 .? &at the projection of Y x K ‘r)) mto Y 
takea 9)l to a regular filtcrbasc 9tz in Y. The filterbase 92 has a clustt -x-h: y ir, 
Y. Thea {y)x W(O) intmects each member of !Rr and thus each me her t:if <?. 
If y f ye, then {y)x W(n) liica in the compact subspace (y) x W(U) ot L, wh?:feas 
if y = ye, then {y) x W(n) 1k.s ir; the rtguk-closed subspace S of 2. In &her case, 
the,@ is a regulu-Dodd s&space of 2 that intersects each me&er of 99. Hence, 
a bra a clusster ptiint This completts the proof. 
PUWL Let Y be a *-feebly compact, regular-closed space of which X is a r apace. 
Index the points of Y -X over some set ecd; i.e., let Y --A- = {y, ] (1 E d} tt CA9ws 
from L,dmma 4.1 that for each a thetc is a *-feebly car ‘f ;J :t, rqularNcidsed space 
rt, having Y -{y*} as a closed subspace. By Theorc rr.s ’ !i and 3.8. n,, &Za is 
*-feebly compact and regulnr-closed. Furthermore, 2 , ; L t I’ - {ya}) is cl&d in 
fl,,, Z& Now X is :he inter :ction of all set: Y - {yal 1 n : d), which implies !kt 
the diagonal of the subspace X” C! n,, i ( ‘J - 4~~)) is c. .)s!:d in n, d ’ Y -: )jrs 1). 
Since this diagonal is h;weurr q~b ic to . we conclude tr lat X can be mbe cl?cd 
as a closed subspace of fl,, , I’ 
The above theorem is suf% _ ‘t tc, ena& us to show in :he next se.:tion that 
products of strongly rninullal regu’ II spaces need not be rqgular-closerl. It can, 
however, be strengthened as follows. 
4.3. T~WGUL If X is a subspace of a *-feebly compact, regk ?awiosed space, then 
thenr is c *-feebly compact, strongly minim,-:3 regular sp~~cr in which A’ can be 
mbdddebl as a clused subswce. 
W. By Theorem 4.2 there is a *-feebl) Tompac , P q~lnr-c osed space 2 of 
which X ?s a closed subspace. From [5, Theorem “L 3, F fa4L] it Wlows that th Ire 
is a strongly minimal regular space Z’ such that (1) % i: J subspxe of Z’, and \2) 
2 is the irclAcr: of Z’ under an open, perfec. (centinucrdl ) msppvg. Since X is a 
closed sukpaur: of 2 and Z is regular-closed, A A a c o;ed subspace of Z’, It is 
easily shorn r’ that *-fee& compactness i.3 piesr=rvWlcd by inverses of open, perfect 
rrrppinEpri_ r 4 mzt, 2” ts +-i - mbly compact. 
4.4 Cot&u~. For every J om@&ely regular Ha vsdorlg space X there is a *-feebly 
compacr, s~~n,qly minimal ngular space in which .X ca8 be embedded as a rlr;sed 
sMbq@ce. 
43. o#srllar, Itf X is a subspacc of a reg. Jar-closed space then must there 
ncoawufly cxlst a rtgulrrt~losed space in whi h X can be embedded as a clcsed 
subq8ce? 
5. Emnp4es 
In [M] Stephenson de&b4 a nonregular R(i) gpacz X wci~ that X XX i8 not 
R(i). In [S] Louis Fkiedler and I used Steptin’s vk r&d t rCgrdt of our 
own to show the existence of an R(ii) apaor! X’ such &at X”xX” is dther R(i) 
nor R(ii). 
In this section we answer the questions cited in the second paragraph of Se&on 
1 by fkst showing that there is a regular-clasad space S such that S XS is not 
regular-clvd and then showing the exiirtence of a strongly min&mA regular space 
S’ such that S’ x S’ is not regular4osed (and thus not minhnrl regukr or strongly 
minimal regular). 
S.l. ExampIe. A regular-closed space S such that S x S is not regular-closed. 
Construction. There exists a countably ~~~jpact, wmpletcly reguiar Hausdorff 
space G in which there are sequehlces (& and (q,,) of points such that (1) for each 
n each of the singleton sets (p,,} an4 (q,,} is open in G, and (2) the sequence ((pn, q,,)) 
has no cluster point in G x G (see [6, Em&e 9.15, pp. 13S-i36)). L,et U = 
{Pl, p2* Ph 8’ *M41. q2* (;13 , . . ,}. 3en G - U is closed in G. Since G is completely 
regular and HausdorfF, and is th: s a subspace of a compact Hausdort? space, it 
follows from Theorem 4.2 that tf\ xc is a regular-m space Z in wfrich G - U 
can be embedded as a closed subspace. L,et F be a clascd ~U~~MEC of 2 homeomor- 
phic to G - U and let h be a hc :eomorphism from G - W onto F. bt S bt the 
space obtained from the fret urr.an of G and 2 by identifying 0-U with F 
through h. 
Proof of required properties. The space S is clearly regular and Hausdorff. To 
show it is regular-closed, let 9P be a regular filterbase on S. If each member of @ 
intersects he regulavked subspace 2 of S, then Se has a cluster point* suppose, 
therefore, that some member of %! misses 2. It follows that there is a member 43 
of @ such thsrt cl B misses 2 and thus lies in U. Since each subset of U is open 
and G is clountably compact, every inRnite set in U has a limit point in the subset 
G - U of 2. Thh im@ies that B iu finite and that 41) has a cluster point in 43. We 
conclude, therefore, that S is regti!ar-closed. To show S x S is not regular-closed, 
we will show it is not feebly combvct. Since G is closed in S, G x G is clo& in 
S x S. Consequently, the sequence :(p, q#)) has no cbstcr p&t in S N$. l&r each 
n the singleton ((p,,, qn)} is open in V x U and thus in S xS. Hence, there is a 
sequence of nonempty open sub: A of S XS with an empty limit superior; i.e.., 
S x S is not feebly compact. This completes the proof. 
5.2. ExampIe. A strongly minimal regular space S’ such that S’ x S’ ia, not regular- 
closed. 
hwf of existence. Let S be the apace of E%xmpie S.1, By [S, C%~Uy’2.14, 
pp. 435-4361 there is a strongly III&MI regrrlar gpacc S’ that am b mppd pllidb 
S by 8 continuous functitin fi ‘l&n f indulcar; a cantirruou8 functbn hFsxn iF” X$?” 
Onto SW Siace S X S is not regular-c.loeeQ, n&h~tr can S’ x S’ be b, Thecmtn 
16, p. 2915 
Alan Dow md Jack Porter [17] have recently proved that every T3 space can 
be embed&d u 03 clawd subspace of n minimal regular space. TM, of ccmse, 
more than answer8 Question 4.5. 
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